
Programming and Application Development 
An outline for a programming course based on multiplayer game dynamics, by Kevin Makice 

 

Grading 

A final course grade is determined by each student’s ability to earn Experience points and additional 

resources. Everyone begins at Level 1 with no Experience, Coin, Honor, or Items. A new level is achieved 

by accumulating 28 Experience points: 

§ Level 1 (Novice) = F 

§ Level 2 (Apprentice) = D 

§ Level 3 (Journeyman) = C 

§ Level 4 (Artisan) = B 

§ Level 5 (Master) = A 

§ Level 6 (Grand Master) = A+ 

The other students who achieve that same status determine the range of grades within each level. After the 

Experience points determine the highest level possible for each student, the remaining Resource points are 

calculated by adding the extra Experience, Coin, Honor, and unused Items to get a total. Those totals are 

rank-ordered within each level. The top 20% earns a plus (e.g., B+) and the bottom 20% earns a minus 

(e.g., B-). 

One way a passing grade (Level 3) can be achieved is by showing up to class, completing three Quests 

(projects) with other guild members, submitting successful Walkabouts (14 individual assignments) each 

week, and participating in the in-class Battles (coding challenges). Additional advancement will require 

some success, leadership responsibilities, or additional work. 

 

  



Players 

All students begin without any Resources (Experience, Coins, Items, or Honor). You earn Resources and 

level up by participating in a number of different activities. Each individual is free to craft her own path to 

success, as there are many ways to achieve higher levels, and thus better grades.  

Individual activities include: 

§ Training: Earn experience and opportunities by showing up to sessions. You have to support your 

training by earning the Coin to pay for it. 

§ Hand-to-Hand Battles: Gain honor and additional experience by taking on other players at your 

level in a coding challenge. 

§ Walkabout: If you have Honor to spare, complete a coding challenge in 48 hours to earn 

experience. 

§ Recipe: Create a 1-minute training video on a particular aspect of Processing. Its Coin value is 

determined by the success of the class taking a short quiz. 

§ Fight the Dragon: Take a two-hour exam at the conclusion of the semester for a chance to 

convert all remaining resources into experience (level up). 

Guilds 

In addition to individual activities, students also gain Resources by participating in group activities. Each 

Guild consists of 3-7 members and are led by either an instructor or a student who has advanced to at least 

Level 4. A student can only belong to one Guild at a time but can change affiliation after reaching Level 3. If 

membership of a Guild drops below 3, its members must disband. 

Guild leaders are the primary contact for instructors and are responsible for project management, including 

meeting all deadlines and managing Guild accounting. How Resources are distributed is up to the Guild to 

determine. One suggested method might include performance-based distribution of Coin and a “suicide 

kings” rotation of members to give everyone a shot at items acquired during Raids. 

Guilds can participate in a few activities together: 

§ Quests: Project challenges are issued with goals but no deadline for completion. Once all of the 

requirements have been met, the Guild can submit their documentation and present a report during 

a training session. Successful Quests earn members Experience and—for Guild Leaders and 



Bards (the person who presents the report)—Honor. 

§ Raids: Part of each Quest are group assignments directly related to the larger goals of the project. 

Guilds have 48 hours to meet the challenge and create a short instructional video on the 

techniques used, earning Coins and Items. 

§ Battlegrounds: Like the Hand-to-Hand combat, Guild Battles pit groups against each other. All 

participants earn Honor, and the victors claim the pool of Resources collected as an entry fee.  

 

Training Sessions 

Ideally, this class meets three times each week (M/W/F) for one hour each. The sessions have the same 

basic structure: 

§ Assignments: New assignments for Quests, Raids, and Walkabouts are distributed—upon 

request—at the start of a Training Session, starting the deadline clock. (Read: everything is due by 

the start of the next Training Session, 48 hours later.) 

Resurrections: Players and Guild Leaders can purchase a deadline extension, if needed. 

§ Battlegrounds: The daily coding challenge is revealed, with individuals or guilds competing to 

reach a solution first. 

§ Lecture: New training comes from the instructor or from Players, in the form of viewing Recipes 

(and taking a short quiz to evaluate effectiveness) and listening to Quest reports from Bards. 

§ Auctions: Players can make their items available for open bidding  

Some activities are only available on certain sessions each week. Hand-to-Hand Battles are conducted in 

Sessions One and Three, and Guild Battles occur only in Session Two. Recipes and Quest Reports will cut 

into lecture time on Sessions Two and Three, respectively. 

Benefit: +1 Experience (if present) 

Cost: -1 Coin  

Special Considerations: If you miss a training session, the Coin fee is still charged, but you don’t get 

Experience. Furthermore, missing students are docked 1 Honor (or, if you have no Honor, 1 Experience)  

 



Walkabout 

Any Player can request an individual coding challenge, to be completed 48 hours after assignment. The 

complexity of the challenge increases with the Level of the Player. Each challenge requires a coded 

solution (the application) and thorough documentation in the form of inline comments. Instructors will judge 

whether the challenge was successfully met, either awarding the full benefit or rejecting the submission. 

Resurrections can be purchased to extend the deadline. 

Benefit: +2 Experience (if successful) 

Cost: -1 Honor (if successful) 

 

Battleground (Hand-to-Hand) 

Twice a week, an open code challenge is issued to Players during Training Sessions. Each participant 

attempts to satisfy a short checklist of features and functions before anyone else can do so. The first one to 

submit satisfactory code (as determined by instructors) wins the Battle. These Hand-to-Hand Battles are 

grouped by Level, so Level 3 Players will compete with other Level 3 Players, etc. 

To be eligible for benefits, participants must be present at training session and submit sufficient code to 

show a good-faith attempt was made to address the challenge. 

Benefit: +1 Honor to each participant 

Cost: None 

Special Considerations: Victors gain either +1 Experience and +1 Coin, or an opportunity to exchange -1 

Coin and -1 Honor for +2 Experience. 

 

Battleground (Guild) 

Once a week, an open coding challenge is issued to all Guilds, allowing them to compete against each 

other for Resources. Participating Guilds work in groups attempting to satisfy a short checklist of features 

and functions before other Guilds can do so. The first Guild to submit satisfactory code (as determined by 



instructors) wins the Battle. Victors earn Experience for each member and a Hoard to distribute among 

Guild members in a manner they determine. 

There is an entry fee of 7 Coins for a Guild to enter. Although the presumption is that each member of a 

Guild will split the cost equitably, that accounting is handled internally. Guilds also determine how to divide 

any Resources won in Battle. To be eligible for benefits, a Guild must have a majority of its members 

present at the Training Session and submit code that shows a good-faith attempt to address the challenge. 

Benefit: +1 Honor to each participant 

Cost: -7 Coin per Guild (entry fee) 

Special Considerations: Victorious Guilds earn +2 Experience for each member and a Hoard that 

includes all entry fees from participating Guilds and an additional Item. 

 

Quest 

Quests are the main source of Resources for most Players, working as a group within a Guild. There is no 

limit to the number of Quests a Guild can complete, but the expectation is that at least one Quest will be 

completed per Level of advancement. There is no time limit to successfully complete a Quest. 

Each Quest consists of a development challenge that incorporates both UX research and a project report in 

addition to the code the Guild must generate. The complexity of the challenge increases with the average 

Level of the Guild. Within each Quest, there are two optional Raids available to the Guild to earn additional 

Resources. 

The Guild Leader is responsible for project management, meeting deadlines, and guild accounting. The 

Bard will present the Quest results in the form of a audio-visual report during a Training Session, reporting 

on both process and the outcome of the project. 

Benefit: +4 Experience to each guild member (if successful) 

Cost: None 

Special Considerations: Two critical roles earn additional benefits for a successful Quest. The Guild 

Leader (the Player who manages the Quest) and the Bard (the Player who reports on the Quest during a 

Training Session) each earn an additional +1 Experience and +1 Honor. 



Raid 

Raids are coding challenges issued to a Guild on a Quest (limit 2 per Quest). These assignments must be 

completed within 48 hours of receiving them. Raids are also eligible for Resurrections to extend the 

deadline by an additional 24 hours. Successful Raids will provide a Hoard of 50 Coins and Items to 

distribute among members. 

Raid activities are directly related to the current Quest. Guilds are asked to both implement a solution to the 

challenge and create an instructional video to explain the concepts involved with the challenge. The video 

should be 1-2 minutes in length and include a brief demonstration of the application. 

Benefit: Capture a Hoard to distribute to the Guild (if successful) 

Cost: None 

Special Considerations: The Guild Leader also awards +1 Honor to a Guild member who contributed 

significantly to the successful completion of the Raid 

 

Auctions 

Any unused Items a Player collects over the course of the semester can be put up for Auction, allowing 

them to be converted to Coin. Available Items are announced at the end of a Training Session, and open 

bidding determines the new owner of each Item (highest Coin value wins).  

You can only bid what you have available in Coin. If a Player is currently in deficit, she cannot participate in 

the Auction as a bidder. You can bid on your own Item, to help set a minimum value, but must have the 

Coins in your possession in order to make a valid bid. The proceeds of a sale go to the Item’s former owner. 

Benefit: Convert unused Item into Coin 

Cost: None 

 

  



Recipe 

Throughout the semester, individual Players can contribute to the general knowledge of the class by 

creating a series of 1-minute training videos describing a particular aspect of Processing (e.g., the benefit 

of using pushMatrix() and popMatrix()).  

Each video must be exactly 60 seconds long, including 5 seconds of title at the beginning and 5 seconds of 

credits at the end. The topic and focus must be pre-approved by an instructor. Completed videos become 

part of a growing online library of such resources. 

The value of a Recipe is dependent on its effectiveness as a learning tool. To evaluate this, those in 

attendance in Training Session Two each week will be asked to view the newest Recipe videos and take a 

short quiz on their content. Each participant in the testing will earn +1 Experience for each correct answer. 

In addition to the +1 Coin the video creator earns for completing a Recipe, additional Coins can be earned 

if the testing produces a high percentage of correct answers: 

§ 80-100% => 4 coins 

§ 60-80% => 3 coins 

§ 40-60% => 2 coins 

§ 20-40% => 1 coin 

§ Under 20% => no bonus coins 

To be eligible for testing in Session Two, a Recipe video must be submitted to the instructor by the start of 

Session One. 

Benefit: 1-5 Coins (1 guaranteed) 

Cost: None. 

Special Considerations: Participants in testing will earn +1 Experience for each correct answer. A Player 

can be docked Honor for circumventing the spirit of Recipe testing 

 

  



Fight the Dragon: 

At the conclusion of the semester, each Player will have the option to Fight the Dragon in an effort to boost 

their Level one final time. Success in this endeavor will allow that Player to convert all surplus Resources 

(Coin and Honor) into Experience, thus allowing it to be applied to the Player’s final Level. 

The Dragon is a 2-hour final exam consisting of six broken applications that need to be debugged and 

enhanced. There are 60 points available (10 per application), but only 40 are needed for a complete exam. 

These points can be accumulated across any of the six applications. Success is determined by the Player’s 

current Level: 

§ Level 2 = 65% (26 points) 

§ Level 3 = 75% (30 points) 

§ Level 4 = 85% (34 points) 

§ Level 5 = 95% (38 points) 

There is no cost, but it only benefits Players with sufficient surplus Resources to level up, if successful. You 

must be at least Level 2 to be eligible to Fight the Dragon. Similarly, there is no advantage to be gained 

once a Player has achieved Level 6. 

Benefit: Convert surplus Resources into Experience 

Cost: None. 

 

Resurrection 

For activities involving deadlines (Raids and Walkabouts), the original 48-hour deadline can be extended by 

24 hours by purchasing a Resurrection. To extend a deadline for a Raid, each member of the Guild must 

purchase a Resurrection (e.g., a 5-member Guild would be charged -5 Coins and -5 Honor). 

There are Items that provide a free Resurrection. These can be applied to extend the deadline without cost, 

for both Raids and Walkabouts (making them more valuable for Guilds).  

Benefit: Extend a deadline for 24 hours 

Cost: -1 Coin and -1 Honor 


